Give Us Some Credit

An easy way to add a card pocket to your purse or bag!
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Cut a piece of fabric 17” long. The width is dependent on how many cards across you want to accommodate.

For 1 cards wide—cut your fabric 4” wide  
For 2 cards wide—cut your fabric 8” wide  
For 3 cards wide—cut your fabric 12” wide

For a more durable and easier to use pocket, interface your fabric before you mark.

Mark your fabric as shown. Your marks can all be one color but the two color system aids in knowing which way to fold your pocket in the next step. (You don’t need to write the numbers or the arrows.)
Fold As shown

The red fold line will be the top of each credit card pocket.

The blue fold line will be the inside/bottom of each credit card pocket.

Edge stitch each fold, making sure only the fold is caught in your stitching.

Sew vertically down the sides of the pockets.

For the 8” wide fabric sew down the center.

Before stitching, test that the pockets will hold your cards.
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